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Abstract: Heterogeneous customer requirements in combination with technological improvements enable new or improved customer-driven business processes. The management of such processes requires a deep but flexible integration of enterprises. In this context new forms of cooperation like E-Collaboration, describing the efficient and effective collaboration of participants in a value-added network, arise. In order to manage customer-driven business processes across such networks, existing concepts for business process management need to be adapted and extended. In this paper an E-Collaboration architecture is presented, that shows how cross-enterprise, customer-driven processes can be planned, implemented and controlled. The architecture is based on the differentiation of global and local knowledge in the widely used Architecture for Integrated Information Systems (ARIS), developed at the IWi. Another important building block is the life-cycle-model that serves as a guideline for the process-oriented creation and operation of collaborations towards a common customer-driven production and bundling of goods and services.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The growing importance of cooperation is a result of globalization in combination with the disappearance of political borders, technological advances caused mainly by the Internet as well as the alignment of business
processes with customer needs (Naisbitt, 1986). Today the customer’s position has significantly changed. Differentiation features as innovation level and additional benefits determine increasingly the purchase decision. As a consequence the markets have been turned into customer markets, on which products and services are aligned according to customer needs. Customers are being actively involved in business processes and have strong influence on which products, at which time, for which price and in which quality are produced. In this context customer-driven business processes realize the so called end-to-end-business. That means that customers do not have to combine anymore the offers of different enterprises, but that relevant enterprises rather cooperate in order to meet customer demands by providing a complete solution (Scheer, Grieble and Zang, 2003; Röhrich and Schlögel, 2001).

The borderless enterprise has been the subject of scientific discussion for years, as an organizational structure able to fulfill end-to-end requirements (Kanter, 1991; Mertens and Faisst, 1995; Picot, Wigand and Reichwald, 1997). Today new technologies based on public networks and open standards serve as enablers for effective cooperation. Therefore enterprises have the opportunity to build up new forms of cooperation characterized by a flexible and low-cost infrastructure in order to be permanently successful in largely saturated markets. The collaborative production of goods and services has been established as a crucial factor in the consciousness of economic entities. The opening of an organization’s borders is no longer regarded as a necessary evil, but rather as an opportunity with strategic importance (Kanter, 1991).

Current approaches addressing solutions to specific problems of dynamically interacting organizations are summarized under the term “Business Integration”; the field of investigation is referred to as “Electronic Collaboration (E-Collaboration)” (Scheer et al., 2002). E-Collaboration describes the Internet-based collaboration of all participants in a value-added network (Scheer, Grieble and Zang, 2003). It allows a comprehensive information exchange not only between employees but also between departments and even between enterprises and encourages creative cooperation at all levels. As first case-studies show, the increase in added-value is out of proportion to the amount of participants in the network (Schubert, Wölflle and Dettling, 2003). Unlike former concepts, as e.g. E-Procurement, which focused only on small parts of the value chain, E-Collaboration incorporates all stages of added value and customer-driven business processes. While the technological implementation (Linthicum, 2003) on the one hand and the life-cycle of cooperation (Liebhart, 2002) on the other hand have already been intensively researched, too little
consideration has been given to interconnecting business management and technological concepts. A rethinking from the pure technology driven implementation or profit-driven business model discussion to an integrated view that spans from the conceptual level to the system blueprint is needed.

For a detailed and systematic analysis and redesign of inter-organizational processes enterprises need an architecture that offers a set of integrated methods from the business concept level up to the implementation into ICT-systems. The appropriate graphic representation of these contents and user-friendly, intuitive tools that ensure the flawless connection of the different levels is of great importance in order to support the exchange of ideas and the reconciliation of interests between the different recipients within the network.

For these purposes a proposal for Architecture for E-Collaboration enabling customer-driven business processes in value-added networks is developed in this article.

2. E-COLLABORATION ARCHITECTURE

Compared to traditional business processes the complexity of inter-organizational customer-driven processes has raised considerably as a result of the changing customer requirements, the numerous possibilities of interactions as well as the strategic, structural and cultural differences between partners and customers. Coordinating business partners turns out to be more difficult, especially because of the differing objectives and the lack of inherent organizational arrangements and behavior regulations as they exist within an enterprise (Scheer, Beinhauer and Habermann, 2000). The allocation of resources of the business partners, the determination of responsibilities for material and financial exchange relationships, as well as the information and data exchange over interfaces have to be planned, arranged and “lived” together. Thus the demands imposed to Customer-Driven Process Management concepts increase.

Existing Business Process Management methods and phase models are used as a foundation in the architecture presented here, which are adapted to the specifications of collaborative scenarios related to customer-centric business processes. Especially because of its completeness of vision and its proven practicability both in the scientific and the economic context the “ARIS House” (Scheer, 2002) is accepted as a generic framework for business process management and serves as a basis for further considerations. The ARIS House describes a business process, assigning equal importance to the questions of organization, functions, outputs and the
required data. First, it isolates these questions for separate treatment, in order to reduce the complexity of the field of description, but then all the relationships are reintegrated using the Control View introduced for this purpose.

The E-Collaboration Architecture is presented here in a three-tier framework that is connected through control loops, following the concept of business process excellence of Scheer (Scheer and Borowsky, 1999), which consists of a model to track a complete life-cycle of business process management, including modelling, real-time control and monitoring of business processes. The first layer focuses on the E-Collaboration strategy. At the centre of the second layer, the “E-Collaboration Process Engineering”, there are design, optimization and controlling of both enterprise spanning and internal customer-driven processes. The third layer, “E-Collaboration Process Execution”, deals with the (operational) implementation of customer-driven business processes in value-added networks as well as their support through information and communication technologies. The structure of the layer model is shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. E-Collaboration architecture](image)

2.1 **Views on business process models**

As described above, the framework is based on the ARIS House and divides it into a vertical axis of global knowledge of all collaboration partners and a horizontal axis of local knowledge of the single participants.
(cf. Figure 2). The organization view and the output view are global knowledge because a goal-oriented collaboration is impossible without them.

![Diagram](image)

*Figure 2. Global and local knowledge in value-added networks*

At the time the interaction occurs between two partners, local knowledge is shared (bilaterally) between the partners, i.e. additional information, like data structures and semantics, are exchanged. Updates of the local knowledge do not influence the network as network knowledge has to be available for all partners. Changes in the global network knowledge and as a consequence changes in the output and organization view have to be accessible to all partners immediately, for example if a company leaves the network or if a product or service is no longer available within the network.

Global and local knowledge merge gradually in the step-by-step development of E-Collaboration process engineering. Following the distinction between global and local knowledge, a language is needed for the exchange of these knowledge fragments. Because the necessary detail functions and data schemes of the respective enterprise are determined in the data and the function view, these are treated from a micro perspective. They are characterized by an intensive internal interdependence, whereas externally a standardized encapsulation has to be provided. Interfaces of the data and function views to other network participants become visible in the process view in form of attribute correlations to process modules and concern the technological field of the cooperation during the realization much more intensely than the conceptual one.

This technique enables the generation of public (visible to network partners) and private (enterprise-internal) views and levels of detail for management, process owner and IT-experts out of an E-Collaboration model.
2.2 E-Collaboration Strategy

Before using the architecture there is an awareness of one or more enterprises that they can profit by collaboration with complementary core competence partners. Afterwards, in the formation phase, mostly referred to initiation and agreement of the enterprise network, the collaboration partners are determined by the shared goals of the collaboration and the aspired win-win situation of all partners. The decision if and with which enterprises an E-Collaboration scenario should be implemented is taken by every single enterprise individually and rationally; for this reason it depends highly on the expected economical profit of the individual partner. In the next step, the joint aims of the collaboration have to be defined as synthesis of the individual aims.

Enterprise spanning business processes are not planned in detail at the strategic level but designed as concentrated, high-level process modules related primarily to customer needs and requirements. Thus, they combine the public knowledge about the collaborative processes that is shared by all participants. Business process models for e-collaborative scenarios at the strategic level no longer act on the assumption of a chronological view of the process alone, but more on a role-based, customer-driven process model to discover new value-added potentials. To facilitate the collaborative customer service or product delivery, graphical methods, like product models, are also used at this stage for the determination of a common service or product bundle. They simplify and put the often implicit objectives into concrete terms. In addition to the characteristic features of a customer service or a product over its entire life-cycle, the organizational units participating in the production are contained in a product model (Genderka, 1995). By means of product trees enterprises can conceal detailed service descriptions in an internal view that puts special focus on the organizational aspects of the product offered by the partners. In an external view they just provide the information required for the configuration of the common service bundle in the form of product bundle models (Scheer, Herrmann and Klein, 2004). Regarding customer services, the strategic layer has to be extended, whereas there will be initialized not only service models but also directives and phases for providing services, in which the customer himself is involved.

The question about the core competences in the enterprises is directly associated with the question which customer-driven processes remain in the enterprise and which are supposed to be assigned to partner enterprises or collaboratively operated (Jost and Scheer, 2002). This decision again has direct effects on the IT-systems used, e.g. whether a portal is supposed to be implemented or the participation in an electronic marketplace is sought. E-
Collaboration strategic and technical problems cannot be considered independently from each other; therefore the IT-architecture is already initialized.

As the basic parameters of the collaboration are determined on the first layer the procedures and the interactions are planned in more detail at the engineering layer.

2.3 E-Collaboration Process Engineering

On this layer each partner considers their part in the inter-enterprise customer-driven process. Each party models its own internal processes. The event-driven process chain (EPC) (Keller, Nüttgens and Scheer, 1992) - as a widely accepted method for process modelling in research and in practice (Davis, 2001) is used for the design of the process flow within an enterprise (local view).

The global view on the collaborative customer-driven process is generated in order to manage the common processes and to reduce the complexity of integrating the participating organizational units into one virtual unit. In doing so it is important that the partners provide access to all relevant information described as global knowledge beforehand and at the same time are able to hide their business secret. Both aims are achieved by enhancing the EPC with a new construct, the process module (Griebel, Klein and Scheer, 2002). It serves as an abstraction for more detailed sub-processes that contain the local knowledge and thus encapsulates crucial process information.

To generate a public view the ARIS House was expanded respectively the EPC had to be enhanced by a new construct “interface”, that stands for the interfaces that link private process models within the collaborative customer-oriented scenario.

For the collaborating partners only the data at the interfaces, that is the input respectively output data of the single process modules (resp. EPC), are relevant for the realization of the collaboration. Thus it is guaranteed that the enterprise-owned EPC is only visible internally. Fuelled by the global need for organizational and output information, parts of the local business process models can then be visualized by an appropriate graphical method in order to gain knowledge of the common customer-driven processes and to reduce the complexity of integrating the participating organizational units into one virtual unit.

The collaboration partners have to continuously compare the result of the implementation with their customer-oriented goals and adjust deviations. Hitherto the management has obtained its knowledge about the company’s
success from figures of the past, e.g. cash-flow, trading volume or profit
made. The causes for fluctuations, requiring immediate counter measures,
are not discernible. Until the problem is recognized, valuable time has
elapsed. Therefore new measurement categories which allow a reliable and
contemporary evaluation of the process efficiency are required. The
information needed cannot be extracted from the record and transaction
oriented applications alone. Key performance-indicators must be defined
based on records, log-files, time stamps etc. These can be measured and
analyzed by means of intelligent tools (Jost and Scheer, 2002).

The controlling function is a must when there is a high degree of
uncertainty as with E-Collaboration projects. The management can
permanently control the implementation of the strategic collaboration
configuration and promptly evaluate whether the expected value-added
potentials and customer-oriented aims have been reached.

2.4 E-Collaboration Process Execution

Instead of closed systems that have been used so far, E-Collaboration
requires the integration of different applications. Component based
architectures that are process-driven and rely on fully developed standards
and interfaces can be seen as a state-of-the-art approach to overcome these
problems (McMichael, 2003).

The term “process-driven” emphasizes the importance of the process
models created on the preliminary layer. At the execution layer these models
are used for process orchestration. Orchestration in this context describes the
composition of business objects in a process flow. In detail it defines the
complex interaction between business objects, including the business logic
and execution order of the interactions. Without orchestrating business
objects the overall context between the single process steps would be lost.

Collaboration partners must access data and applications in an easy and
secure way. Standardized mark-up languages for exchanged documents like
the Extensible Markup Language (XML) are designed for this purpose. But
the meaning of mark-up tags, e.g. data fields in orders and bills, varies from
one enterprise to another. There are a lot of promising efforts for
standardization, but there is not one common standard.

With the use of XML the technological basis for interoperability has been
established, the interoperability between the semantic business process
definitions is however still missing. Efforts like BPMI’s Business Process
Modelling Language (BPML) promise standardization for the management
of inter-organizational business processes that involve different applications,
departments and business partners (Smith and Fingar, 2003). This standard,
which is based on XML, complements existing B2B protocols like RosettaNet, Biz-Talk and ebXML. On the one hand, BPML acts as an intermediary between business process modelling tools and IT. On the other hand, BPML enables the interoperability between modelling tools. Furthermore, a wide acceptance of the Business Process Execution Language for Web Services (BPEL4WS) by BEA, IBM, and Microsoft as well as the newly finalized specification of the Web Services Choreography Interface (WSCI) mainly driven by BEA, Intalio, SAP and Sun show the importance of such standardization efforts for interoperability (Shapiro, 2001). While BPML is seen as more conceptually-oriented, the latter two focus on the transformation into the system-level by orchestrating web services.

For the computer supported activity coordination in enterprise networks an information system is required that supports this two step coordination. In a repository, which is logically centralized but can be physically distributed across the enterprise network, the global knowledge is stored. Especially data about the possible participants of coordinated or orchestrated output delivery, characteristics of their products and collaborative processes are stored there. The repository is similar to the idea of an UDDI repository for the retrieval of web services (Homan, Kalavagunta and Klima, 2002), but enriched with business logic and information about the conduct of business processes.

3. E-COLLABORATION LIFE-CYCLE

The life-cycle-model presented in this section serves as a manual for the process-oriented setting-up and operation of enterprise collaborations towards a common customer-driven production and bundling of goods and services. Using a consistent phase model and standardized modelling methods increases transparency and structuring of collaborations and creates a basis for communication between participants, including management that lays down strategies, process-owners in the departments and IT-experts that integrate the different application systems. Despite the increased complexity of a network process in comparison to internal processes, those involved have to adapt to constantly occurring changes in a fast and flexible way.

The presented life-cycle-model is a fusion of classic phase-models of business process transformation into IT with life-cycle-models of virtual enterprises. The resulting dynamic model is consistent with the structure-oriented architecture for E-Collaboration and follows the represented classification of the view concept into global and local knowledge. It is
aimed to support E-Collaboration through the appropriate use of IT with the simultaneous improvement of inter-organizational and customer-driven processes.

Protecting internal know-how is of paramount importance to the network participants, even though the business process knowledge has to be used jointly. Following the view concept presented in paragraph 2.1, this implies that the life-cycle alternates between phases that focus on global and on local issues in order to reach a coherent solution (cf. Figure 3). In comparison to classical knowledge management models, like the one of Nonaka, the E-Collaboration life-cycle considers only explicit knowledge that is already formalized (implicit knowledge is already transformed to explicit) (Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995).

Figure 3. E-Collaboration life-cycle

Awareness for a value-added collaboration by plugging complementary core competencies has to be established in the mind of enterprises from the very beginning of the focused core-phase-model. This awareness can be initiated by a special demand, e.g. an enterprise might be confronted by a consumer order which cannot be fulfilled by the enterprise itself.
After partner-choice has succeeded, the first phase of the collaboration, the so-called „Strategy Partner Analysis“, can start. Collaboration is initiated for all participants under the special consideration of common aims and a strived win-win situation. Thus individual aims are integrated into a common strategy – for instance by creating a common service tree, in which creation the customer is also involved. The next step is the as-is analysis concerning collaboration partners and possible value-added modules. At this strategic level the question “who delivers what?” but not “how?” is answered. Partner analysis provides models of the organization view. The structure of new collaborative products is used, for instance, for the design of e-collaboration scenario diagrams. The second phase, so called “Local To-Be-Concept”, concerns the comparison of an existing or a new (local) as-is model and the (global) to-be concepts. According to predefined values about collective service creation, intra-organizational business processes can be derived. From process modelling and optimization over process controlling to execution affected processes were aligned to requirements of the collaborative customer-centric scenario predefined on the strategic layer. Every participant models his own internal processes by the use of standardized methods of business process management, e.g. the EPC. Every partner declares the process parts as public or private by defining particular attributes to model units. A process management software tool has to be extended to the particular attributes and the possibility to illustrate internal and external views. In the third phase “Global To-Be-Concept” coordinated public parts are spread over the network, establishing a common to-be concept. Every partner is able to connect his own private model with every other public process models. A virtual customer-driven process chain of the whole collaboration is designed. Therefore a common representation of process models is necessary. The Business Process Modelling Language (BPML) can be seen as an appropriate tool to enable such a data exchange. Furthermore the semantic combination of models is necessary. As long as ontology-based approaches do not reach a productive state, this process remains a manual one. During the second and third phase methods and tools from the collaborative, technical layer of the framework are used. The integrated collaborative business process model enables all partners to configure their application systems locally in a fourth phase called “Local Implementation”. Reference systems for interfaces are made available by interface definitions of the common to-be concept. Now every partner is prepared for the execution of interactions within the collaborative framework. That is the transition to the fifth phase called “Collaboration Execution”. Based on a bilateral base, interacting information systems are able to communicate by using the standardized protocols and interfaces. The
concrete transaction is arranged and executed. The aim of this phase is to support collaboration through the appropriate use of ICT. That requires primarily the configuration of interfaces and the implementation of inter-organizational workflows; at the same time the permanent monitoring and adoption of the collaboration, based on business ratio defined in the conception phase, must be guaranteed (Scheer, Grieble and Zang, 2003). After the transaction completion of a cooperation project, the consortium can be redesigned and reconfigured by demand regarding newly developed or modified customer requirements. The life-cycle goes back to its initial point called “Awareness”, this time for a change within the collaboration instead of a new establishment.

In order to automate inter-organizational processes, the conceptual models are transformed into formal models that are used as configuration data for the orchestration of business objects. The applications of the partners have to communicate bilaterally to negotiate the interface specifications based on the formal models defined in the repository. Local knowledge is generated by this negotiation for a certain situation. After this collaboration task has ended no updates of configuration changes etc. are reported to any other party except at the time when a new direct interaction occurs. In this context multi-agent systems offer a solution to achieve an automated or at least semi-automated interface-configuration (Blake, 2003; Denti, Ricci and Rubino, 2003).

4. CONCLUSIONS AND REALIZATION IN RESEARCH PROJECTS

The vision of this paper is to develop an architecture and a life-cycle-model that provides a generic solution concept, which transfers business recommendations into ICT-solutions based on a holistic customer-driven process management approach. The foundation stone is laid as the varied methods presented in the paper clearly show.

The described conceptual design of inter-enterprise and customer-driven business processes is currently elaborated in the research project “Architecture for Collaborative Scenarios (ArKoS)”, funded by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF). As a proof of concept the presented architecture and methods will be implemented in a software prototype and will be used in real-life showcases (Zang, Hofer and Adam, 2004).

ArKoS is one of the projects in a research effort conducted by the Institute for Information Systems to improve inter-organizational business
process management. In doing so the project reverts e.g. to the results of the successfully accomplished project InfoCitizen (Adam, Werth and Zangl, 2003). This project, funded by the European Commission under the 5th Research Framework Program, aimed at creating a pan-European Information Architecture for European Public Administrations (EPA) as well as at developing specific information technology that supports this architecture and ensures a seamless information exchange between public administrations on a pan-European level. Moreover, with this solution the EPAs have been enabled to provide transparent and integrated public services for their customers, i.e. citizens and businesses. Eleven organizations within five different EU-countries (Germany, Greece, Italy, Portugal, and Spain) worked together for two years to succeed in the challenge of pan-European interoperability. A prototype of an agent-based interoperability platform with a service repository was developed. The business processes are stored in an XML-representation and the agent platform dynamically invokes the service offers which are implemented as distributed web services.

On this basis a broad and intense dissemination and deployment impact is conducted. The generic methods developed will enable enterprises in the construction industry to seamlessly integrate partners, building owners and subcontractors in collaboration scenarios on the technology but especially on the conceptual level. Each user will experience intuitively understandable business process design, planning and control so that cooperation procedures will be very clear. User-specific views on business process models will enable new user groups to use business process models. Moreover ICT can actively support customer-driven process management by checking, verifying or even automatically negotiating consistency and interoperability of models.
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